**G.O. Presents Felt H's; Prepares For Elections**

Select Moers And Greenwald
As Candidates For Presidency

Preparing for G.O. elections was the main agenda of recent meetings.

In accordance with the G.O. charter, an election committee of seven members to organize the "Prepares For Elections" campaign has been formed. Candidates for the various offices are:

- Helen Green and Barbara Bremer as their senior president, and vice-president respectively, and has elected Ruth Cohen to the newly-created office of photo editor of Annals.
- Lois Green will serve as the publicity chairman.
- Jerry Baker and Lenore Schulte as secretary and managing secretary and chairman of clubs, and
- Jean Elson advertising manager. Jean Elson was awarded the service shield.

The college of Home Economics at Cornell university recently revealed that Nancy Ann Woodard of the class of 1944 stood first in her class in English and biology at the mid-term marking period. Among the girls on the Dean's list at Hunter college for student scholarship are thirty-six alumnae of the high school. They are Sarah Aaron, Elise Biehn, Jean Blimine, Jeanette Brilhizer, Stella Cameron, Dorothy Carver, Marion Carter, Naomi Char-真皮, Theresa Danielson, Blanche Davis, Naomi Davis, Dorothy Delfina,Gal- ret Falk, Ruby Fishbein, Evelyn Gordon, Lorraine Governan, Anita Grossman, Tosey Gotwirth, Aviva Hans- elman, Elaine Kravitz, Alvis Lavitt, Grace Leight, Allie Lewis, Margaret McKinney, Ann Mayrka, Naomi Noyes, Ellen O'Connell, Lorraine Poe, Gladys Raubien, Geraldine Salamon, Frances Santora, Jane Sirold, Anne Stern, Gloria Wheatley, Mary Worts- man, and June Zingkral.

**Terms End Activities**

Any of the terms have completed their projects and are electing officers for the coming semesters.

The seventh term has chosen Helen Green and Barbara Bremer as their senior president, and vice-president respectively, and has elected Ruth Cohen to the newly-created office of photo editor of Annals.

Upperclassmen elected Patricia Saunders and June Ross as president and vice-president respectively for the new term. The incoming G.O. term will serve as seventh term Annals editor and Miss Mary Williams as faculty ad- visor for the new term. The term will hold a party with a war stamp purchase as the price of admission.

As the final event of the War Bond slogan contest, the fifth term will present the Gay Liberty May 29 in the high school auditorium. Money collected as admission will go to the Red Cross.

Members of the faculty will star in the fourth term's Quiz Kid Show which will be presented May 22. Ad- mission will be ten cents, and Hal- loran hospital will receive the pro- ceeds.

**Third Term Committees**

Lower sophomores have appointed Edith Aarons, Stella Lutzie, Lil- lane Rosenfeld, Phyllia Rotner, Marion Rottenstein, Nancy Slattery, and Bet- ty Weide to the social committee.

Lois Billig, Esther Bliumans, Freddy Contin, Edna Fisch, Iris Milinich, Eleanor Schwartzwald, and Naomi Serier to the collection committee; and, Anne Beck, Maleno Cornet, Florence Jacker, Marion Katman, Nancy Miller, Ruth Nathan, and Beatrice Tuck to the central project committee. The term is sponsoring a book and magazine campaign.

A banquet will be held by the first term May 24.

**G5 Wins Exalted Score; Wins Ball Game With 24**

**Win Latin Awards**

The students of Hunter college have achieved notable success in various fields of learning.

Blanche Davis, an alumna in her senior year at Hunter college, has received one of the two annual fellow- ship awards in the United States in the Mas- well school of citizenship at Syracuse university.

Graduates of Hunter college high school are excelling in various fields of learning.

- Lois Green in the field of public relations.
- June Ross in the field of home economics.
- Helen Green, a member of the class of 1944, stood first in her class in English and biology at the mid-term marking period.

Among the girls on the Dean's list at Hunter college for student scholarship are thirty-six alumnae of the high school. They are Sarah Aaron, Elise Biehn, Jean Blimine, Jeanette Brilhizer, Stella Cameron, Dorothy Carver, Marion Carter, Naomi Char-真皮, Theresa Danielson, Blanche Davis, Naomi Davis, Dorothy Delfina,Gal- ret Falk, Ruby Fishbein, Evelyn Gordon, Lorraine Governan, Anita Grossman, Tosey Gotwirth, Aviva Hans- elman, Elaine Kravitz, Alvis Lavitt, Grace Leight, Allie Lewis, Margaret McKinney, Ann Mayrka, Naomi Noyes, Ellen O'Connell, Lorraine Poe, Gladys Raubien, Geraldine Salamon, Frances Santora, Jane Sirold, Anne Stern, Gloria Wheatley, Mary Worts- man, and June Zingkral.

**Seniors Regale Students**

**With Elaborate Assembly**

**Presents Gay Musical Comedy**

**Taken From Famed Operetta**

"Something old, something new, something borrowed and some- thing blue" was the motto of the Senior day program, presented on Friday, May 19, in the college assembly hall.

After the flag salute and the reading of the Bible by Marion Kenner, the students took over the proceedings completely. An original version of Gilbert and Sullivan's Prince- sses Ida was offered as something old; a miniature sing built around tunes from Okloola, something new; the entire score, borrowed; the senior color, blue.

**Princess Ida**

As the curtain parted, the audience was made aware of the surprise that Prin- cess Ida, the heroine, had deserted her ancestral palace in favor of an edu- cation at Hunter. During the course of the first scene, Prince Halarian and King Gamma, Ida's fiancé and father respectively, decide to rescue their darling from this folly by setting off to Hunter high, there to do or die.

The next scene takes place within the portals of Ida's new retreat, name- ly, Hunter. There our heroine en- counters five little cutters and their nemesis, the Lady Executioner. At this point Halarian and Gamma hap- pen upon the scene. After making several apt observations as to the nature of Hunter high, the two dis- appears and Ida re-united.

Estelle Kreysler and Dolores Mi- chaelen enacted the parts of Halarian and Gamma respectively, with Shirley Rosenblum assuming the role of King Gamma. The cutters were portrayed by Alyssle Bock, Ruth Radafits, Shirley Sommersen, Bertha Unger, and Nancy Ann Woodard. While Estelle Ellen Pinner was cast as the Lady Execu- tioner.

During the second half of the pro- gram, the seniors presented an ac- count of their life in Hunter, illus- trating the various phases with "Oh, What a Beautiful Morning," "Every- thing's Up to Date in Kansas City," "Maya a New Sight Must Our Eyes" and "Okloola."

In concluding the assembly, the seniors, led by their president, Eyelene Shapirgo, sang their Alma Mater song and then the senior song.

The entire program was planned by the G.O. committee of Mrs. Betty Mark, senior vice-president, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Munte, senior facult- y advisor, and Mrs. Isadora Odwyer, who staged and directed the entertain- ment, and Mrs. Beatrice Reiss, who supervised the music.

**Girls Win Latin Awards**

Among these receiving awards in the 19th annual Baird memorial Latin sight-reading contest were several Hunter college students. Honorable mention was awarded to Joy M. Kaner in Group A and to Marthe Atui and Betty Nathan in Group B.
Know Your Candidates

During the past week the election committee of the G.O. has been sponsoring a "Know Your Candidates" campaign. Posters for each nominee listing her service and displaying her picture have been hung opposite the elevator on the floor, locker slips, mimeographed sheets and songs have also helped to publicize the contestants for G.O. offices.

This committee was established for several reasons: first because too many students vote blindly depending only on the first impressions of a candidate at stump-speaking and also because these same girls are so often those who complain about the G.O. officers being incompetent. Girls who have not participated in G.O. activities often claim that the organization is run by one clique of girls; of course, this is untrue, but if voters do not pick their officers fairly the criticism does have some basis.

Since Hunter's G.O. is known throughout the city as a particularly active one, every student should feel a strong personal responsibility for upholding this reputation. The wise selection of school officers is but a minor part of the best way in which this responsibility should manifest itself.

Discuss the G.O. candidates with your friends, listen to class, term and club presidents when they consider them, think seriously about this topic and pay close attention to the stump speeches so that Hunter may pick the officers with the most ability and efficiency.

Hail And Farewell

Senior Day! To junior highs, freshmen, sophomores and juniors these words have a magic. Seniors are the great leaders, they have the best of everything, they are highly regarded.

Though only the high and mighty seniors are permitted to stand behind the footlights, the entire student body is raised to a state of great excitement. Even the staid and dignified faculty members may be seen wearing tiny crepe-paper roses, laughing as one of their number is impersonated by a "senior's terrier.

Senior day inevitably inspires each Hunterite to dream of the day when she will be standing on the stage, cheering her class officers, her faculty advisor, her fellow classmates who have participated on the program.

However, there's another side to Senior day, a sad feeling, which one feels at the thought that within a few months these girls will be gone, scattered all over the country, many in colleges or in nursing schools, a few in business, but each pursuing her own way!
Mr. Davis Relates Experiences, Tells Of Life In New England

Many members of Hunter's faculty have had unusual experiences before beginning their careers.

Notable among these is Mrs. Olive B. Davis, head of the speech department, who told us that she is a "typical small town girl" having been born in the little-town of Milford, Connecticut, where she attended a high school graduating class consisting of fifteen students; eight girls and seven boys. Recalling some of her activities during her high school years in her native town, she mentioned particularly the contrast between dances then and those of the present day teen-agers. "All our dances were very formal," she said; "in the socials everyone wore dark suits and white long kid gloves. The boys wore white shirts with them in satin slipper bags to the parties where they put them on." She continued, "Even the boys wore white gloves to protect the girls' dresses."

Another feature of the dances which stood out in Mrs. Davis' memory was the fact that those dances were run with the custom for each girl to dance the first, the last and the dance preceding the number she had written on a paper and filled on her program before the night of the dance. Naturally, there was a sort of rivalry among the girls to see who could get her program filled first, for otherwise she might turn up to find that she was a social failure.

Other Activities

The other outstanding activities of Mrs. Davis during her high school years were basketball, participating in a very active school glee club and going skating on the town river. This was a particular favorite of the young people who were also enthusiastic skaters. "Squash to relate," Mrs. Davis stated, "we had little or no schoo1 sports, and the few plays we did present were not very good.

After high school, Mrs. Davis continued her education in Boston. Here she also secured a job doing odd parts with the Henry Jewett Repertory players in order to "get spare time for concert work" there. This latter consisted of presenting skits at benefits, church suppers, and other special events which applied to a Lyceum bureau for entertainment.

Firsts

Memorable in any teacher's career is her first class, and Mrs. Davis' promiscuous naivete is no exception to the rule. She told how, in entering the high school in Cleveland, Ohio where she was to begin her teaching career, she was confronted by a class of seniors, who were boys to boot! The subject of Public Speaking and the presidential campaign was in full swing at the time, a topic for discussion was not difficult to find. However, our speech department head did not realize she was treading on dangerous ground until she timidly addressed some of the students' statements. This brought only one reply from the boys who demanded, 'your father said!'" And exclaimed Mrs. Davis, "that just about floored me who didn't dare to argue with their parents."

Debates

While still in Cleveland, Mrs. Davis was enrolled on the debate team for inter-school competition. However, "she said, "the team that remains foremost in my memory, curiously enough, is one which lost the contest. You see," she continued, much of this team was the mother of the boy who was captain and head of a consultation dinner party, which proved the highlight of the term for both the team and myself."

Activities

To our query as to how she happened upon the choice of speech and dramatics, Mrs. Davis replied, "I suppose it was because as a child I took dance lessons and thus early in life cultivated a taste for acting. Then too," she added, "I think I must have been a bit of a heroine. People had heard me recite my presentation and urged me to continue this interest."

Speech Errors

In relating her experiences, Mrs. Davis also told us of some of the difficulties encountered in correct speech defects. "In Cleveland especially," she reminisced, "the children had many errors in articulation which were characteristic of western midwestern "r", such as saying 'wader' for water.

The worst trouble that they seemed to adopt the attitude of 'I like my speech this way and will not change it.' I had seen no need," she added. "One of the qualities I admire most in Hunter students is their willingness to improve their speech and their ability to cooperate with their speech teachers."

Organizations Elect Next Term's Heads; Complete Projects

Hunter's clubs are completing their projects, and have begun elections for next term's officers.

The French club is staging a play entitled Princes to a Fairchild, a comedy in three acts. The production will take place May 31 in the high school auditorium on the premises.

The cast includes: Edith Arazonzo, Ursula Auerbach, Claire Bernard, Mildred Burger, Katherine Chilipniski, Doris Listia, Helen Goldberg, Thelma Haur, Doris Disch, Mildred la Blat stands to hold a party for their members in the council room, May 29. The officers of this council will be Vita Robinson, president and Thelma Haur, vice-president. This term's service shield was given to Gloria Monsele.

The Photography club has elected Arlyse Ivin, vice-president.

The Mathematics club held a sale recently, the proceeds of which went to the Red Cross.

P.T.A. Elects 44% Of School

Membership in the P.T.A. is at present only 44 percent. The junior high school school with 100 percent enrollment.

According to the terms, the standing of the P.T.A. is as follows:

- Junior high, 70 percent; first term, 82 percent; second term, 87 percent; third term, 44 percent; fourth term, 42 percent; fifth term, 28 percent; sixth term, 30 percent; seventh term, 67 percent; eighth term, 38 percent; ninth term, 31 percent; tenth term, 44 percent.

If membership increases, the P.T.A. will present the school with a mothproof picture outfit. The organization has also obtained ice for the water coolers.

Sixth Term Leaders V.C. Membership

Though the average class victory corps membership percentage has class to class, the sixth term is still ahead with 85%, followed by the fifth term which held 80%, 37th term with a 37%, third term with 46%, junior high-45%, first term-38%, and eighth term-16%.

PT-19 "CORNHALL" FAIRCHILD TRAINER—$15.00

The recent drive for the sale of War bonds and stamps sufficient to purchase a Fairchild Training plane reached and passed the goal of $15,000. The following sums represent the total faculty and student purchases, the whole being more than $8,000 in excess of the sum desired, according to the report of Miss Agnes Benedix, faculty chairman of war stamps, who was in charge of the drive.

March purchases $9,099.40

April purchases $10,029.50

Total $19,128.90

Faculty purchases $2,475.00

March purchases $1,000.00

April purchases $1,475.00

Total $3,475.00

Grand total $23,195.30

C5 ACHIEVES FAME in Volleyball Game

(CONTD. FROM PAGE 1, COL. 4)

Girl swept. Behind this junior company protected the members of C5, sadly and respectfully beftoing a banner. "If the boys were playing the game, I'd flit it, it's the men's lookout."

The merrymakers, with many broken-shoulder bobs for the uninjured, had an extra man in each corner, took their places on the floor.

At the sound of the starting whistle, blown by Miss Edith Perchal, Lord High Referee of the C5 Faculty volleyball game, the ball entered into a series of mischievous escapades. Flying from corner to corner, it would shoot out into the sidelines without warning, there to "loop" some unwary spectator on the head.

Change Of Apparel

As at the last meeting proceedings Mrs. Stone coyly encountered a very appreciative audience by "peeling off" her evening gown, and her slacks, thereby revealing a midsleeve, tucked into a pair of skirts. At about the middle of the game, the game, Mrs. Stone lapsed into a most elegant, dazzling, and quietly misteriously, vanished from the gym floor. Several spectators, including Mr. Robert Kramer, a red turtle neck sweater and South Sea Island grass skirt!

Wedged in between several dozen other spectators, we had considerable difficulty outlining the elusive outline of either her or her movements, and so we were compelled to sit extremely still. However, our interest was not impaired; our interest in one of her around us, remained undisturbed, and every move of either true mystery. With a running drum.

Premature End

Much too soon, however, the game was over with the announcement that the calculator had captured second prize. In the next few moments, everyone was literally sitting on her "chair's edge." The Master of Ceremonies, in a business suit, a girl with a twinkle in his eye, announced the winner, Jill Newman, a slim, bouncy fifth termer with a brilliant smile. Her gift was a War Stamp outfit.

All three queens were crowned with gold hats, and amid the cheers of a students, were congratulated.
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War and Post War Economy

New Ill. Avalon Services

You can help fight fascism by getting ready now to:

Fill a Civil Service Job

Take a technical college course

Join the growing Army of Professional Women

Come in to discuss the possibility of streamlining your high school career. Correct and concentrated work may save you a term or even a whole year.

Our office will be in open for consultation and every advice day. Come in between 3 and 4 p.m., or phone for an appointment.

246 W. 80th St.

Schuyler 4-3232
It seems that in almost every institution of long standing there have been developed certain profound mysteries which, as a rule, we hear much of the Army's platitudes, "How to dispose of Top Sergeants?" With an easy downplay of theories, "as evidenced by the perennial query, "What about the system of awarding felt 'H's?' Bewildered, our thirst for knowledge led us through the school's suggestive Dilbert's eastern terrier in one hand, and a very actual chocolate bar in the other. Meandering down the halls in a half-dazed condition, we pondered the profound problem, when... bang! "Excuse me; I'm really awfully sorry!" Then, having collected our thoroughly scattered wits, we looked up and discovered we had collided with Helen Green, seventh term president. This, we decided, was the most opportune moment to pose the question. "What do you think of the system of awarding felt 'H's?' Helen, her pneumonia undaunted by the aforementioned calamitous accident, proceeded to impart to us her opinions on the subject. Nearly, all in all, by a process of logically sifting, is unable to hear the discussion, and is therefore unable to vote fairly." Continuing our quest for information, and in this time in full possession of our senses, we accosted Ellen Moers and Bobby Bremer. To quote a proverb, "great minds run in the same channels," and both Ellen and Bobby agreed that the standards for the awarding of felt 'H's were becoming increasingly lower.

Sightening a pair of red heads at the other end of the hall, we walked over to find, of course, the Brimbles, Judy and Bobby issued the following joint statement: "The discussion should be far more tangible, and should concern on, primarily, the work accomplished during the term. Maintaining our unquenched curiosity, we next approached G.O. treasurer, Juan Baker. "What about felt 'H's as seen through the eyes of the executive?" There ought to be fuller discussion. Often I feel unqualified to vote," Jean informed us.

Finally departed from our wanderings, erudite, but extremely depressed. "Why, "you ask. Our chocolate bar was all eaten."

-PARENT-TEACHER'S ASSN. HUNTER COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL JOIN NOW — HELP US HELP THE SCHOOL Membership Dues $1.00 for the year — $5.00 for the term

G.O. Gives Awards To Nine Students

(Cont'd from Page 1, Col. 1) reg of them.

Shirley Cyriax and Claire Schechter are the candidates for secretary, with Lyla Blake as alternate.

Shirley's first choice, has been her term president and business manager of What's Up. She also has served on G.O. committees. Claire has acted as president and vice-president of the Spanish club, in addition to working on G.O. committees.

Felt 'H's were awarded to Deboy Furlinger, fourth, junior high, Jacqueline Dauber of the fourth term, Lyla Blake and Judi Jarvis and Marian Swann of the fifth term, Jean Ellis and Rose Friedman of the sixth term, and Ruth Hirschfeld and Jean Baker of the seventh term.

My Dear Students:

A young friend of mine was talking to me recently about his ambition. This young man has a very set idea about his future. Having done a great many questions, he decided he would enter the Fall in. I asked him if he thought he had chosen the right college. My young friend had been having a made a comparison of his scholastic standing with that of his classmates. He had decided he should enter the college and even gone a step further in making his selection by discussing this college with his former history teacher, and the faculty of the high school where he studied.

I was impressed by this young man's thinking and participation in his preparation and selection of a college. I have learned something from this young man and I am taking the liberty of writing this letter. You may have friends and women who are interested in a business career. You do not have to look further. Your starting place in the business world as had this young man was the Hunter College Laboratory.

Mr. Friedman, of the sixth term, "What should comment on, primarily, the need of the junior high; Jacqueline Dauber of the fourth term; Lyla Blake, Judi Jarvis and Marian Swann of the fifth term, Jean Ellis and Rose Friedman of the sixth term, and Ruth Hirschfeld and Jean Baker of the seventh term."
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Academics, English, Mathematics, Sciences, Social Studies, French, Spanish, German, Latin, Drawing, Music, Art.

SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JULY 5, 1944

Myra Blake, Ed., 56 West 63rd St., New York, N.Y.

My Dear Students:

Whether or not you have precise knowledge of what kind of course you are pursuing, you may be surprised to find out how well you can make your preparation for and selection of the right establishment in which to start your business career. As a tele­

phone operator, you and I will both be interested in looking over the whole business world, of field, of meeting and talking with thousands of our fellow workers. I am giving you this information about various organizations or work, of comparing one type of business with another, and far more than you have ever had the privilege of doing before. Great and thousands of young men and young women have made their selection of the opportunities while employed as mes­

sengers on a part time basis, after school or over weekends, during the vacation periods.

The telegraph company cannot begin to estimate how many of these thousand of young men and women who remained with it as messengers a relatively short time found their vocational opportunities through the business and even pro­

fessional contacts made possible by their messenger work. Nor can the company estimate the countless number of successful people who now own or manage the very businesses from which they were originally employed from the messenger ranks. The telegraph company of the world, which has been building up the telegraph business through the efforts of men and women many of whom started as messengers, has always had an interest in young people like yourselves. They have always been ready to assist their young friends to make the best of the work and encouragement of our Messenger Personel Department, Room M3—Mazzuca Floor, 60 Hudson Street, N. Y., where you may freely discuss your individual plans with our personnel staff.

With best wishes, I remain,

Yours very truly,

General Manager.